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DINO VALLEYDINO VALLEY
Dino Outpost  
Unleash creativity at this interactive dino build and 
play area. Uncover buried bones and forgotten 
fossils, and build your very own LEGO® dino creations! 

 DUPLO® Little Dino Trail 
Hop in and set off on an adventure trail ride with 
Dino Valley’s cutest DUPLO® dinosaur. This clever 
little dino is hiding somewhere along the trail... 
follow the clues to be the first to find her! When you 
do, be sure to click away on your vehicle’s camera.

Explorer River Quest 
Jump aboard and venture deep into the jungle of 
Dino Valley, in search of the rarest LEGO® dinosaur of 
all – will you see him before he sees you?

THE LEGOTHE LEGO®® MOVIE MOVIE™™ WORLD WORLD
The LEGO® MOVIE™ 2 Experience 
Go behind-the-scenes of an actual live movie set. 
You’ll be amazed by all the LEGO® details that go into 
making this blockbuster movie!

Queen Watevra’s Carousel 
Spin along with the Queen – and 60 of her horses – 
on this huge carousel that’s perfect for our younger 
guests.

DUPLO® Family Care Center 
The perfect quite space to care for your 
family! This room provides private nursing 
areas, bottle warming, a fridge and 
microwave, changing areas, and is the  
home to the Park’s sensory room.

FUN TOWNFUN TOWN
DUPLO® Playtown 
Interactive playground with a farm, hospital, slides, 
and more!

LEGOLAND® Express 
All aboard this mini-locomotive for a fun-filled ride 
on the edge of Fun Town!

Sky Patrol 
Riders must be at least 34”
Go for a spin in your own helicopter. Left or right, up 
or down, you’re the one in control! 

Fun Town Police and Fire Academy 
Riders must be at least 34”
It’s rescue time! Put out the fires and save the day. 

 LEGO® Factory Tour 
If you’ve ever wondered how a LEGO® brick is made, 
this tour will show you from start to finish!

Adventurers’ Club 
Take a LEGO® journey through the Amazon rain 
forest, ancient Egypt and the icy-cold Arctic.

Skipper School 
Riders must be at least 34”
Captain your own boat like you’re on the high seas. 
There aren’t any tracks so you can even pass your 
family and friends! 

PIRATE SHORESPIRATE SHORES
Captain Cranky’s Challenge 
Riders must be at least 34”
Ahoy maties! Captain Cranky dares you to test  
your sea worthiness as you sway back and forth  
on a pirate ship that sits on a “U-shaped” track and 
rotates in two directions.

Swabbies Deck 
Play in the crystal-clear waters at Swabbies Deck 
and be surrounded by pop-up water jets, playful 
water fountains and delightful squirt cannons. 
(Seasonal)
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SHOWS & ENTERTAINMENT SHOWS & ENTERTAINMENT 

MEET & GREETSMEET & GREETS
 Emmet’s Super Suite 

Stop by Emmet’s apartment and meet some of 
your favorite characters from The LEGO® MOVIE™.

 Meet Your Favorite Characters 
Be on the lookout in the Park to meet characters 
including friends from all your favorite LEGO® 
themes! Download our LEGOLAND® California 
mobile app to find characters and times.

SHOWSSHOWS
 LEGO® Show Place 4D Theatre

Take a seat and check out one of our awesome 
4D movies. 

 Awesome Entertainment 
Even the little ones will be dancing and singing 
along with our live entertainment. Download 
our LEGOLAND® California mobile app to find all 
shows and times.

LEGOLEGO®® CITY: DEEP SEA ADVENTURE CITY: DEEP SEA ADVENTURE
 LEGO® City: Deep Sea Adventure 

Explore the ocean on your first submarine ride with 
real sea creatures as you dive for treasure!

CASTLE HILLCASTLE HILL

 
Builders’ Guild 
The knight seeks builders to fortify the kingdom and 
furnish his castle. Enter the Builders’ Guild and help 
construct the castle!

 
The Hideaways 
Climb up, crawl through, slide down, cross over and 
swing around on ropes, ladders, and tunnels.

LAND OF ADVENTURELAND OF ADVENTURE
 Lost Kingdom Adventure 

Riders must be at least 30” 
Armed with laser blasters, you’ll battle mummies, 
skeletons, snakes and more for the treasure of the 
Lost Kingdom! 

 Cargo Ace 
Children become pilots as they board one of eight 
airplanes and fly up to six feet into the air. 

IMAGINATION ZONEIMAGINATION ZONE

 
LEGO® Ferrari Build & Race 
Use your creativity and imagination to build, test and 
race your own LEGO® Ferrari.

MINILAND USAMINILAND USA

 
Coast Cruise 
There are plenty of sights to see including the  
Taj Mahal, Eiffel Tower, Mt. Rushmore and a  
lakeside view of MINILAND USA.

 
MINILAND USA 
Where else can you see San Diego, San Francisco, 
Las Vegas, New York City, and Washington D.C. all in 
one day? MINILAND USA contains millions of LEGO® 
bricks and amazing scenes from coast to coast!

LEGOLEGO®® NINJAGO NINJAGO®® WOR LD WOR LD
 LEGO® NINJAGO® Training Camp 

Take part in the ultimate ninja training test in this 
interactive play area filled with slides, obstacles, and 
even Master Wu’s sailing ship!

 LEGO® NINJAGO® The Ride 
Fireballs! Lightning! Shockwaves! Ice! You control 
these elements to defeat the Great Devourer  
and earn ninja status. This is what you’ve been 
training for! 
Ride contains scenes that are dark and loud.
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